Your journey to Microsoft Cloud OS

The powerful combination of Microsoft technology and Xtravirt methodology transforms your datacenter and server workloads to the private, public or hybrid cloud.

1. Strategy
   - Xtravirt provides strategic guidance and business justification for your migration to the Microsoft Cloud.
   - Profiling your server workloads, building CloudPassports™ for each service in preparation for its migration into the Microsoft Cloud.

2. Design & Build
   - Xtravirt designs the integration of your business to Microsoft Cloud OS, builds out the cloud platform, and quality assures with end-to-end testing.
   - Combining CloudPassports™ with the cloud platform, server workloads undergo service transition into their new Microsoft Cloud OS environments. These can be private, public or hybrid clouds.

3. Service Transition
   - Using your server workloads as inputs into the Microsoft Cloud OS, Xtravirt designs a Microsoft-specific strategy to provide a tailored Microsoft Cloud architecture and implementation. Your team can strategize at each workload whether private, public or hybrid.

4. Operate / Lifecycle
   - Xtravirt passport methodology
   - Migration assessment & strategy
   - Cloud readiness & gap analysis report
   - Pilot & Service migration
   - Service and change management

As a CIO how can I ensure efficiency and agility while saving money?

Answer: MICROSOFT CLOUD OS

The powerful combination of Microsoft technology and Xtravirt methodology transforms your datacenter and server workloads to the private, public or hybrid cloud.

Products and Processes
- Microsoft Assessment Planning Toolkit (MAP)
- Optimization assessment & discovery

Outcomes
- Private cloud
- Public cloud
- Service Transition
- Operate / Lifecycle

Products & Processes
- SC Virtual Machine Manager
- SC Data Protection Manager
- SC Configuration Manager
- SC Operations Manager

Outcomes
- Public/private/hybrid cloud design & deployment (D&D)
- Self-service application infrastructure (D&D)
- Service management framework & workflow automation (D&D)
- Infrastructure configuration and management (D&D)

Products and Processes
- SC Virtual Machine Converter
- SC Orchestrator